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The geopolitics of wheat has once again come under the spotlight. Wheat prices jumped 4%1

as news broke out that a major dam Kakhovka in southern Ukraine had been destroyed. This

is not the first mishap with the dam, as both Russia and Ukraine accused each other of

planning sabotage back in October 2022.

 

In Ukraine, flooding caused by the destroyed Kakhovka dam not only poses a risk to

people, but also will be a major obstruction to agricultural transport and logistics.

This casts further doubts on the recently lowered forecasts for Ukraine’s wheat

production and exports owing to the destruction. The dam and reservoir situated on the

Dnipro River is in the middle of Ukraine’s traditional main wheat growing area and is a

major source of farm irrigation.

 

No respite in Russia’s sabre-rattlingNo respite in Russia’s sabre-rattling

 

There has been no respite in Russia’s sabre-rattling surrounding the Black Sea Grain

Initiative, which was extended last month for an additional two months. The initiative

has been instrumental in allowing Ukrainian grain flows to the world by creating a safe

transit corridor. Russia has repeatedly specified the re-opening of the ammonia pipeline

as a condition for renewing the grain corridor deal through the Black Sea. However, the

ammonia pipeline was damaged a day before the Kakhovka dam was destroyed. This increases

the risk that Russia could after all follow through on its threat and revoke the grain

deal as early as next month.

 

Net speculative positioning in wheat indicates a level of peak bearishnessNet speculative positioning in wheat indicates a level of peak bearishness

 

Market participants were caught off-guard evident from the knee-jerk reaction of wheat

prices, up 4%2, intraday following the news. According to the Commodity Futures Trading

Commission (CFTC), net speculative positioning in wheat futures was more than 2-standard

deviations below the mean3, underscoring the extent of the bearish view held among

investors.

 

Figure 1 – Net speculative positioning in wheat futuresFigure 1 – Net speculative positioning in wheat futures
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Source: Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC), Bloomberg as of 30 May 2023.

Historical performance is not an indication of future performance and anyHistorical performance is not an indication of future performance and any

investments may go down in value.investments may go down in value.

 

Dry weather to slash Australia’s next wheat crop by a thirdDry weather to slash Australia’s next wheat crop by a third

 

Another catalyst fuelling wheat prices higher was an early season estimate from

Australian Bureau of Agricultural and Resource Economics and Science (ABARES) for a 34%

slump in Australia’s wheat production in the coming season. The main reason cited by

ABARES is the development of El Niño which is likely to suppress rainfall across large

parts of Australia.

 

Dry conditions and low soil moisture in the west and east coasts of Australia imply that

much of the 2023-24 crop has been sown dry and will require adequate and timely rain to

allow the plants to germinate. Wheat is a major winter crop in Australia with planting

from April and the harvest starting in November. The expected onset of the El Niño

conditions from July will likely see winter crop output fall significantly according to

ABARES. According to the Bureau of Meteorology the dry weather has arrived, with the

second driest May on record nationwide and the driest in Western Australia since

observations began.

 

Extreme weather conditions among top wheat suppliers to weigh on 2023/24Extreme weather conditions among top wheat suppliers to weigh on 2023/24

forecastsforecasts

 

Across the globe, wild weather is affecting crops elsewhere, including Americas and

North Africa. Europe is also being impacted by high temperatures and scant rainfall,

increasing the risk of damage to the continent’s wheat crops. In France, the EU’s

largest wheat producer, growing conditions in areas planted to wheat have deteriorated

rapidly in recent weeks. The harvest in the largest wheat consumer China has also been

affected by torrential rains, potentially boosting demand for wheat imports.

 

Figure 2: Global wheat ending stocks fall for a fourth year in a rowFigure 2: Global wheat ending stocks fall for a fourth year in a row
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Source: USDA, Bloomberg, WisdomTree as of 30 May 2023.

Historical performance is not an indication of future performance and anyHistorical performance is not an indication of future performance and any

investments may go down in value.investments may go down in value.
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1 Bloomberg as of 6 June 2023

2 Bloomberg as of 6 June 2023

3 Commodity Futures Trading Commission as of 30 May 2023
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+ What's Hot: Fundamentals favour soybean, sugar and wheat

 

Related productsRelated products

+ WisdomTree Wheat (WEAT)

+ WisdomTree Wheat 3x Daily Leveraged (3WHL)

+ WisdomTree Wheat 2x Daily Leveraged (LWEA)

+ WisdomTree Agriculture (AIGA/AGAP)

+ WisdomTree Wheat - EUR Daily Hedged (EWAT)

View the online version of this article here.
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document has been issued and approved by WisdomTree Ireland Limited, which is authorised

and regulated by the Central Bank of Ireland.

Marketing communications issued in jurisdictions outside of the EEA: Marketing communications issued in jurisdictions outside of the EEA: This

document has been issued and approved by WisdomTree UK Limited, which is authorised and

regulated by the United Kingdom Financial Conduct Authority.

WisdomTree Ireland Limited and WisdomTree UK Limited are each referred to as

“WisdomTree” (as applicable). Our Conflicts of Interest Policy and Inventory are

available on request. 

For professional clients only. The information contained in this document is forFor professional clients only. The information contained in this document is for

your general information only and is neither an offer for sale nor ayour general information only and is neither an offer for sale nor a

solicitation of an offer to buy securities or shares. This document should notsolicitation of an offer to buy securities or shares. This document should not

be used as the basis for any investment decision. Investments may go up or downbe used as the basis for any investment decision. Investments may go up or down

in value and you may lose some or all of the amount invested. Past performancein value and you may lose some or all of the amount invested. Past performance

is not necessarily a guide to future performance. Any decision to invest shouldis not necessarily a guide to future performance. Any decision to invest should

be based on the information contained in the appropriate prospectus and afterbe based on the information contained in the appropriate prospectus and after

seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice. seeking independent investment, tax and legal advice. 

The application of regulations and tax laws can often lead to a number ofThe application of regulations and tax laws can often lead to a number of

different interpretations. Any views or opinions expressed in this communicationdifferent interpretations. Any views or opinions expressed in this communication

represent the views of WisdomTree and should not be construed as regulatory, taxrepresent the views of WisdomTree and should not be construed as regulatory, tax

or legal advice. WisdomTree makes no warranty or representation as to theor legal advice. WisdomTree makes no warranty or representation as to the

accuracy of any of the views or opinions expressed in this communication. Anyaccuracy of any of the views or opinions expressed in this communication. Any

decision to invest should be based on the information contained in thedecision to invest should be based on the information contained in the

appropriate prospectus and after seeking independent investment, tax and legalappropriate prospectus and after seeking independent investment, tax and legal

advice.advice.

This document is not, and under no circumstances is to be construed as, an advertisement

or any other step in furtherance of a public offering of shares or securities in the

United States or any province or territory thereof. Neither this document nor any copy

hereof should be taken, transmitted or distributed (directly or indirectly) into the

United States. 

Although WisdomTree endeavours to ensure the accuracy of the content in this document,

WisdomTree does not warrant or guarantee its accuracy or correctness. Where WisdomTree

has expressed its own opinions related to product or market activity, these views may

change. Neither WisdomTree, nor any affiliate, nor any of their respective officers,

directors, partners, or employees accepts any liability whatsoever for any direct or

consequential loss arising from any use of this document or its contents.
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